Gynophore miRNA analysis at different developmental stages in Arachis duranensis.
Peanut is one of the most important oilseed crops in the world that provides a significant amount of lipids and protein for many people. The gynophore plays an important role in gynophore development after fertilization of the peanut ovule. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) play an important role in numerous developmental and physiological plant processes. Therefore, it is essential to analyze the miRNA sequences at different gynophore stages to explore and validate gene function. Multiple small RNAs were sequenced and collected from gynophore stages A1, A2, and A3 (5, 10, and 20 days of development, respectively) for further prediction. We obtained 266 known and 357 novel miRNAs from the three different stages. Stage A3 had the largest number of reads. Genes involved in the lignin catabolic process were identified only at stage A1. The copper ion-binding process also specifically emerged at stage A1, whereas negative regulation of biological processes occurred only in stages A2 and A3. The genes related to growth were found only at stage A3, suggesting that the gynophore may contribute to rapid development of the gynophore at this stage. Our identification and assessment of miRNAs from different gynophore stages may serve as a basis for further studies of gynophore miRNA regulation mechanisms. Some biological processes were specifically regulated at different gynophore stages indicating that miRNAs play an important role in the gynophore development.